
Bilattices and ParaconsistencyOfer Arieli Arnon AvronDepartment of Computer Science Department of Computer ScienceSchool of Mathematical Sciences School of Mathematical SciencesTel-Aviv University Tel-Aviv UniversityRamat-Aviv 69978, Israel. Ramat-Aviv 69978, Israel.Email: ofera@math.tau.ac.il Email: aa@math.tau.ac.ilOctober 22, 1997AbstractBilattices are algebraic structures that were introduced by Ginsberg, and further examinedby Fitting, as a general framework for many applications in computer science. In this paperwe consider their applicability for computerized reasoning in general, and for reasoning withinconsistent data in particular.1 BackgroundA great deal of research has been devoted in the last twenty years for constructing plausible para-consistent systems. One of the pioneering works towards this purpose was that of Belnap, whointroduced his well-known four-valued logic [Be77a, Be77b]. The idea is that in addition to theclassical values t, f , two additional truth-values are introduced for intuitively representing incom-plete knowledge. One, denoted here by ?, represents lack of knowledge. The other, >, denotes\over"-knowledge (conicts). These four elements form a structure called FOUR (see Figure 1).The basic idea is that this structure is \two-dimensional"; Each \dimension" corresponds to an-other partial ordering of the truth values. One order, �t, is represented in the horizontal axis ofFigure 1. It intuitively reects di�erences in the \measure of truth" that each value represents. Thecorresponding lattice was originally denoted L4 by Belnap. The vertical axis of Figure 1 representsthe other partial order, �k , that might be understood as reecting di�erences in the amount ofknowledge or information that each truth value exhibits. Belnap denotes the corresponding latticeby A4.Belnap's logic was generalized by Ginsberg [Gi88], who introduced the notion of bilattices , whichare algebraic structures that contain arbitrary number of truth values simultaneously arranged intwo partial orders. These orders are related by a negation operator (:) that is an involution w.r.t.�t and order preserving w.r.t �k . This reects the intuition that while one expects negation toinvert the notion of truth, we know no more and no less about :p than we know about p. Formally:De�nition 1.1 [Gi88] A bilattice is a structure B = (B;�t;�k;:) such that B is a nonempty setcontaining at least two elements; (B;�t), (B;�k) are complete lattices; and : is a unary operation1
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-tu?uf utu>������@@@@@@������@@@@@@Figure 1: FOURon B that has the following properties: (1) if a�t b, then :a�t :b, (2) if a�k b, then :a�k :b,(3) ::a=a.Following Fitting, we shall use ^ and _ for the lattice operations which correspond to �t, and
, � for those that correspond to �k . Also, f and t denote, respectively, the least and the greatestelement w.r.t. �t, while ? and > { the least and the greatest element w.r.t. �k . It is easy to seethat t; f;>, and ? are all distinct from each other.De�nition 1.2 A bilattice is called distributive [Gi88] if all the twelve possible distributive lawsconcerning ^, _, 
, and � hold. It is called interlaced [Fi90a] if each one of ^, _, 
, and � ismonotonic with respect to both �t and �k .Proposition 1.3 [Fi90b] Every distributive bilattice is interlaced.Proposition 1.4 [Fi91] If B is interlaced, then t�f=>, t
f=?, >_?= t, and >^?=f .The next de�nition describes a general method for constructing distributive and interlacedbilattices:De�nition 1.5 [Gi88] Let (L,�L) be a complete lattice. The structure L�L=(L�L;�t;�k;:) isde�ned as follows:(y1; y2) �t (x1; x2) i� y1 �L x1 and y2 �L x2,(y1; y2) �k (x1; x2) i� y1 �L x1 and y2 �L x2,:(x1; x2) = (x2; x1).Proposition 1.6 Let L�L be the structure de�ned in 1.5.a) [Gi88] If L is distributive then so is L�L.b) [Fi90a] Every distributive bilattice is isomorphic to L�L for some distributive lattice L.c) [Fi90a] L�L is always an interlaced bilattice.d) [Av96] Every interlaced bilattice is isomorphic to L�L for some bounded lattice L.2



A truth value (x; y) 2 L�L may intuitively be understood so that x represents the amountof evidence for an assertion, while y represents the amount of evidence against it. It is eas-ily veri�ed that ?L�L = (inf(L); inf(L)); >L�L = (sup(L); sup(L)); tL�L = (sup(L); inf(L)); andfL�L=(inf(L); sup(L)).The original motivation of Ginsberg for using bilattices was to provide a uniform approach for adiversity of applications in AI (see [Gi88]). Fitting has further investigated these structures [Fi90a,Fi94] and showed that they are useful for providing semantic to logic programs [Fi90a, Fi91, Fi93].In [AA94, AA96] we presented a preliminary development of bilattice-based logics and cor-responding proof systems. These logics turned out to have a proof theory with many desirableproperties. In particular they may be used for non-monotonic reasoning and for making e�cientinferences from inconsistent data. In the present paper we proceed with this logical approach. Weconsider bilattice-valued logics that are preferential in the sense of Shoham [Sh87, Sh88], i.e.: theyare based on the idea that inferences should be taken not according to all models of a given theory,but only w.r.t. a subset of them, determined according to certain preference criteria. Roughlyspeaking, we use two guidelines for making preferences among models: (a) Prefer models that as-sume as much consistency as possible, and: (b) Prefer models that assume a minimal amount ofknowledge (minimal commitment).The existence of elements like > and ? as well as the idea of ordering data according to degreesof knowledge suggest that bilattices are particularly suitable for being a good semantical tool forconstructing paraconsistent logics and for reasoning with uncertainty.2 Logical bilatticesIn order to de�ne bilattice-based consequence relations, we �rst consider the subset of the designatedtruth values of a bilattice. This set is used for de�ning validity of formulae.De�nition 2.1 [AA94, AA96]a) A bi�lter of a bilattice B=(B;�t;�k) is a nonempty proper subset F�B, such that:(i) a^b2F i� a2F and b2F (ii) a
b2F i� a2F and b2Fb) A bi�lter F is called prime, if it also satis�es:(i) a_b2F i� a2F or b2F (ii) a�b2F i� a2F or b2FNote: Obviously, if a2F and b�t a or b�k a, then b2F . It immediately follows that t;>2 Fwhile f;?62F .Example 2.2 Ginsberg's DEFAULT (Figure 2, right) and Belnap's FOUR are bilattices thatcontain exactly one bi�lter, f>; tg, which is prime in both. NINE (Figure 2, left), on the otherhand, contains two bi�lters: fb j b�k tg, as well as fb j b�k dtg; both are prime.The following propositions generalize the cases of FOUR and NINE:Proposition 2.3 Let B=(B;�t;�k) be an interlaced bilattice.a) A subset F of B is a (prime) bi�lter i� it is a (prime) �lter relative to �t, and >2F .b) A subset F of B is a (prime) bi�lter i� it is a (prime) �lter relative to �k , and t2F .3
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-tu?udf udtud>uf utu>������HHHHHHAAAAAA���@@@HHHHHH������@@@���������Figure 2: NINE and DEFAULTProof: Assume that B is interlaced.a) The condition is obviously necessary. For the converse it su�ces to show that: (i) if a2F andb 2 F then a
b 2 F , (ii) if a 2 F and b �k a then b 2 F , and (iii) if F is prime relative to �tthen a�b2F i� either a2F or b2F . Now, (i) and (iii) follow, respectively, from the facts thatin interlaced bilattices a
b �t a^b and a_b�t a�b. For (ii) we note that a �k b is equivalentto a�k b�k >. Since B is interlaced, it follows that a^(a^>)�k b^(a^>)�k >^(a^>). Thusa^>�k b^(a^>)�k a^>, and so b^(a^>)=a^>. Hence b�ta^>. Since a2F , >2F and F is a�lter w.r.t. �t, necessarily b2F as well.b) The proof is dual to that of part (a). 2Notation 2.4 Fk(a)=fb j b�k ag, Ft(a)=fb j b�tag.Proposition 2.5 Let B=(B;�t;�k) be an interlaced bilattice.a) Fk(a) is a bi�lter of B if ?6=a�k t, i� a>t?. Moreover, in this case Fk(a)=Ft(a^>).b) Ft(a) is a bi�lter of B if f 6=a�t>, i� a>k f . Moreover, in this case Ft(a)=Fk(a
t).Proof:a) If a 6=? then the set fb j b�k ag is obviously a �lter relative to �k . By Proposition 2.3(b) itfollows, therefore, that it is a bi�lter if ? 6=a�k t. In other words, a 6=? and ?�k a�k t. Since Bis interlaced this means that a 6=? and ?^?�k a^?�k t^?=?, and so a 6=? and a^?=?. Itfollows that a 6=? and a�t?, and so a>t?. For the other part of the proposition, recall that inthe proof of Proposition 2.3(a) it is shown that if b�k a then b�ta^>. Thus Fk(a)�Ft(a^>). Onthe other hand, if a>t? then a_>�t?_>= t (Proposition 1.4), and so a_>= t. It follows thatif b�ta^> then a^>�t b�ta_>, and so a
(a^>)�ta
b�ta
(a_>). But a�k> implies thata=a^a�k a^>, and so a
(a^>)=a. Similarly a
(a_>)=a. Hence a�ta
b�ta, and so a
b=a,which means that a�k b. Thus, Ft(a^>)�Fk(a) and so Ft(a^>)=Fk(a).b) The proof is dual to that of part (a). 2Proposition 2.6 Let B = (B;�t;�k) be an interlaced bilattice. If F is a bi�lter in B, theninfk F2F i� inf tF2F . Moreover, in such a case inf tF=>^infk F and infk F= t
inf tF .4
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Figure 3: FIVEProof: Follows from Proposition 2.5. 2De�nition 2.7 [AA94, AA96] A logical bilattice is a pair (B;F), in which B is a bilattice and Fis a prime bi�lter of B.Logical bilattices will be our primary semantical tool for de�ning paraconsistent logics. Notevery bilattice can be turned into a logical one. FIVE (Figure 3), for instance, has only one �lterF=f>; tg, which is not prime: d>_?= t2F , while d> 62F , ? 62F . However, as Propositions 2.8and 2.10 below show, logical bilattices are very common, and easily constructed:Proposition 2.8 Let L�L be a bilattice as described in De�nition 1.5.a) F is a bi�lter in L�L i� F=FL�L, where FL is a �lter in L.b) F is a prime bi�lter in L�L i� F=FL�L, where FL is a prime �lter in L.Proof:a) (() Let FL be a �lter in L and let F=FL�L. Since inf(L) 62FL and sup(L)2FL, so for everyx 2 L (inf(L); x) 62 F and (sup(L); x)2 F . Thus F is a nonempty proper subset of L�L. Now,(x1; x2) ^ (y1; y2) 2 F , i� (x1 ^L y1; x2 _L y2) 2 F , i� x1 ^L y1 2 FL, i� x1 2 FL and y1 2 FL, i�(x1; x2) 2 F and (y1; y2) 2 F . The proof in the case of 
 is similar. Therefore F is a bi�lter inL�L.()) Let F be a bi�lter in L�L. Denote: FL=fx j 9y (x; y)2Fg. We shall show that F=FL�L.Obviously, F �FL�L. For the converse, let (x; l)2FL�L. Then there is a y 2L s.t. (x; y)2F .Now, (x; l_L y)�k (x; y)2F , and so (x; l_L y)2F . On the other hand, (x; l)�t(x; l_L y)2F , andso (x; l)2F . It follows, therefore, that FL�L�F . Hence F=FL�L.b) Suppose �rst that FL is a prime �lter in L. Then: (x1; x2)_(y1; y2) 2 F , i� (x1_Ly1; x2^Ly2)2F ,i� x1 _L y12FL, i� x12FL or y12FL, i� (x1; x2)2F or (y1; y2)2F . The proof in the case of � issimilar. For the converse, assume that F is a prime bi�lter in L�L. By part (a), F=FL�L, whereFL is a �lter in L. We show that FL is prime: Assume that x_L y2FL and let z be some elementin L. Then (x _L y; z)2F ) (x; z)_ (y; z)2F ) (x; z)2F or (y; z)2F ) x2FL or y2FL. 25



Corollary 2.9a) Let x02L, x0 6=inf(L). Denote: F(x0)=f(y1; y2) j y1�Lx0; y22Lg, and FL(x0)=fy2L j y�Lx0g. Then (L�L;F(x0)) is a logical bilattice i� FL(x0) is prime.b) (L�L;F(sup(L))) is a logical bilattice i� sup(L) is join irreducible (i.e.: i� x _L y = sup(L)implies that x=sup(L) or y=sup(L)).c) If the condition of case (b) is met, then F(sup(L)) is minimal among the (prime) bi�lters ofL�L.Proof: Part (a) immediately follows from Propositions 2.5(a) and 2.8(b), since F(x0) = Fk(z)where z= (x0; inf(L)). Part (b) follows from (a), since FL(sup(L)) = fsup(L)g is a prime �lter inL i� sup(L) is join irreducible. For part (c) note that F(sup(L)) = Fk(tL�L). The claim followstherefore from (b) and the fact that every bilattice contains the set fb2B j b�k tBg. 2Proposition 2.10 Every distributive bilattice can be turned into a logical bilattice.First proof: Let B be a distributive bilattice. Consider a �t-�lter F 0 in B s.t. > 2 F 0 (clearlythere is such a �lter, e.g.: Ft(>)). By a famous theorem of lattice theory (see [Bi67]) F 0 can beextended to a prime �t-�lter F . By Proposition 2.3a, F is a prime bi�lter. 2Second proof: By Fitting's theorem mentioned in Proposition 1.6(b), every distributive bilatticeis isomorphic to L�L, where L is a distributive lattice. Let FL be any prime �lter of L (again,such a �lter exists by a theorem of lattice theory). Then FL�L is a prime bi�lter by Proposition2.8. 2Note: Not every logical bilattice needs to be distributive or even interlaced. (DEFAULT; f>; tg)is, for example, a logical bilattice although DEFAULT is not interlaced.3 Bilattice-valued logics for paraconsistent reasoningGiven a logical bilattice (B;F), the standard notions of valuations, models, etc. are de�ned in theusual way. Now, let  be a formula in the basic language of bilattices (f:;_;^;
;�g), and supposethat � is a valuation that assigns ? to every atomic formula. Then �( )=? as well, and so thereare no tautologies in the basic language of bilattices. Thus, e.g., excluded middle is not a valid rule,and this implies that the de�nition of the material implication p 7! q as :p_q is not adequate forrepresenting entailments. We use therefore instead another connective, denoted � ([AA96]), whichdoes function as an implication (see Proposition 3.2 below). It is de�ned as follows: a�b= t if a isnot designated, otherwise: a�b=b.In the rest of this section we briey consider several families of plausible logics, the semanticsof which is based on logical bilattices. As we shall see, all the consequence relations involvedare paraconsistent. Some of these logics may be viewed as generalizations of other well knownparaconsistent logics, such as D'ottaviano J3 [Do85] (see also [Ro89, Av91] and chapter IX of[Ep90]), Belnap's four-valued logic [Be77a, Be77b], and Priest's LPm [Pr89, Pr91].6



3.1 The basic consequence relationWe start with the simplest consequence relation which naturally corresponds to logical bilattices:De�nition 3.1 Let (B;F) be a logical bilattice and suppose that � and � are two sets of formulae.� j=B;F� if every model of � in (B;F) is a model of some formula of �.The main properties of j=B;F are summarized in the following proposition:Proposition 3.2 [AA96] j=B;F is monotonic, compact, and paraconsistent. Is has a cut free, soundand complete Gentzen-type proof system (GBL; see Figure 4), and the deduction theorem is validfor it w.r.t. �.j=B;F is therefore a consequence relation in the standard sense of Tarski and Scott. Note thatthe f^;_;:g-fragment of j=B;F in case that B = FOUR and F = ft;>g is identical to the set of\�rst degree entailments" in relevance logic (see [AB75, Du86]).As the following proposition shows, j=B;F has a strong connection to Belnap's four-valued logic.In what follows we shall denote hFOURi=(FOUR; ft;>g), and write \4" whenever hFOURi shouldappear as a superscript.Theorem 3.3 [AA96, AA97a] � j=B;F� i� � j=4�.Despite the nice properties of j=B;F , it appears that it has several drawbacks. One of which isthat j=B;F is strictly weaker than classical logic, even for consistent theories (e.g., 6j=B;F p_:p). Also,it completely invalidates some intuitively justi�ed inference rules, like the Disjunctive Syllogism:>From :p and p_q one can never infer q by using j=B;F .3.2 The logics j=B;FkA natural approach for reducing the set of models which are used for drawing conclusions is toconsider only the k-minimal ones. The idea behind this approach is that one should not assumeanything that is not really known. Keeping the amount of knowledge as minimal as possible may betaken as a kind of consistency preserving method: As long as one keeps the redundant informationas minimal as possible, the tendency of getting into conicts decreases.De�nition 3.4 Let �1; �2 be two four-valued valuations, and � { a set of formulae.a) �1 is k-smaller than �2 (�1�k �2) if for every atomic p, �1(p)�k �2(p).b) � is a k-minimal model of � if there is no model of � which is k-smaller than �.De�nition 3.5 � j=B;Fk � i� every k-minimal model of � in (B;F) is a model of some �2�.Note: Obviously, if � j=B;F� then � j=B;Fk �.Lemma 3.6 Let B be a �nite bilattice. For every model M of � there exists a k-minimal modelN of � s.t. N�kM .11Property of this kind is called in another context smoothness ([KLM90]), or stopperedness ([Ma94]).7
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Proof: Suppose that M is some model of �, and let SM = fMi j Mi is a model of �; Mi�kMg.Let C�SM be a descending chain w.r.t. �k . We shall show that C is bounded in SM , so by Zorn'slemma SM has a minimal element, which is the required k-minimal model. Let N be the the follow-ing valuation: N(p)=min�kfMi(p) jMi2Cg. N is de�ned since C is a chain, and B is �nite. Obvi-ously N bounds C. It remains to show that N 2SM . Assume that  2� and let A( )=fp1; : : : ; pngbe the set of the atomic formulae in  . Then: N(p1)=Mi1(p1); : : : ; N(pn)=Min(pn). Since C is achain we may assume, without a loss of generality, that Mi1 �k : : : �k Min , and so N is the sameasMin on every atom in A( ). Since Min is a model of  , so is N . This is true for every  2� andso N2SM as required. 2As the following proposition shows, it is sometimes su�cient to consider only the k-minimalmodels of a given theory for making inferences with j=B;F :Proposition 3.7 Let B be a �nite interlaced bilattice, and F { a prime bi�lter in B. If the formulaeof � are in the language without �, then � j=B;F � i� � j=B;Fk �.Proof: The \only if" direction is trivial. For the other direction, suppose that � j=B;Fk �, and letM be some model of �. By Lemma 3.6 there is a k-minimal model N of � s.t. M �k N . Thusthere is a �2� s.t. N(�)2F . Now, since B is interlaced, all the operators that correspond to theconnectives of � are monotone w.r.t. �k , and so M(�) �k N(�). But F is upwards-closed w.r.t.�k , therefore M(�)2F as well. 2Corollary 3.8 Let B be a �nite interlaced bilattice. Then in the language without �, the logicsj=B;F and j=B;Fk are identical.Proposition 3.7 shows that in many cases we can limit ourselves to k-minimal models withoutany loss of generality. This property allows a considerable reduction in the number of models thatshould be checked.>From Propositions 3.2 and 3.7 it follows that j=B;Fk is paraconsistent, and is also monotonicw.r.t. conclusions without �. The last property is no longer true when � is allowed in the r.h.s.of j=B;Fk :Proposition 3.9 j=B;Fk is in general nonmonotonic.Proof: Let (B;F) be any logical bilattice in which bt = infkfb j b 2 Fg 2 F .23 Denote: b> =infkfb j b;:b 2 Fg. It is easy to verify that b>;:b> 2 F . Now, q j=B;Fk :q � p, since M(p) =?; M(q)=bt is the only k-minimal model of fqg in (B;F). On the other hand, q;:q 6j=B;Fk :q�p,since N(p)=?; N(q)=b> is a counter k-minimal model of fq;:qg. 2Using the example of the last proof, one can easily see that q j=B;Fk :q � p and also :q;:q �p j=B;Fk p, but :q; q 6j=B;Fk p. It follows that j=B;Fk is not a consequence relation in the usual sense,since it is not closed under (multiplicative) cut. This is not surprising, since j=B;Fk is not monotonic,2This is clearly the case whenever B is �nite.3See also Proposition 2.6. 9



and it is usual to require a nonmonotonic relation to be closed only under cautious cut and cautiousmonotonicity (see [Ga85, KLM90, Le92, Ma94]):Proposition 3.10a) j=B;Fk preserves cautious cut: If �;  j=B;Fk � and � j=B;Fk  ;�, then � j=B;Fk �.b) j=B;Fk preserves cautious monotonicity: If � j=B;Fk  and � j=B;Fk �, then �;  j=B;Fk �.Proof:a) Suppose that M is a k-minimal model of �, but M(�) 62F for every �2�. Since � j=B;Fk  ;�,thenM( )2F , and soM is a model of f�;  g. Moreover,M must be a k-minimal model of f�;  g,since any other model of this set which is strictly smaller than M w.r.t. �k must be a model of �,which is k-smaller than M . Now, �;  j=B;Fk �, thus M(�)2F for some �2� { a contradiction.b) Assume that � j=B;Fk  , and � j=B;Fk �. LetM be a k-minimal model of �[f g. In particular, Mis a model of �. Moreover, it must be an k-minimal model of � as well, since otherwise there wouldbe a model N of � that is strictly k-smaller than M . Since � j=B;Fk  , this N would have been ank-minimal model �[f g and therefore N<B;Fk M w.r.t. �[f g | a contradiction. Therefore, Mis a k-minimal model of �. Now, since � j=B;Fk �, M is a model of some �2�. Hence �;  j=B;Fk �.23.3 The logics j=B;FIThe motivation behind the last family of bilattice-based consequence relations that we considerhere is perhaps the closest in spirit to the original idea of paraconsistent reasoning: We allow anontrivial reasoning in the presence of inconsistency, while still trying to minimize the amount ofcontradictions. This approach reects the intuition that while one has to deal with conicts in anontrivial way, contradictory data corresponds to inadequate information about the real world, andtherefore should be minimized.De�nition 3.11 [AA94, AA96] Let (B;F) be a logical bilattice. A subset I of B is called aninconsistency set of B if it has the following properties:a) b 2 I i� :b 2 I.b) b 2 F \ I i� b 2 F and :b 2 F .Note: It is easy to see that if I is an inconsistency set then t; f 62I and >2I.Example 3.12 In hFOURi there are two inconsistency sets: I1= f>g and I2= f>;?g. The useof I1 means preference of consistent values, while the use of I2 means preference of classical values.Notation 3.13 I(�; I) = fp j p is atomic and �(p)2Ig.Intuitively, I is a set of inconsistent values of (B;F), and I(�; I) corresponds to the inconsistentassignments of � w.r.t. I.De�nition 3.14 Let (B;F) be a logical bilattice and I { an inconsistency set of B.a) �1 is more consistent than �2 w.r.t. I (�1>B;FI �2) if I(�1; I)�I(�2; I).b) � is a most consistent model of � w.r.t. I (I-mcm, for short), if there is no model of � whichis more consistent than �. 10



De�nition 3.15 [AA94, AA96] � j=B;FI � if every I-mcm of � in (B;F) is a model of some formulaof �.Example 3.16 (Tweety Dilemma) Let (B;F)=hFOURi. Using the notations of example 3.12,let I1=f>g and I2=f>;?g. Consider the following set of assertions, �:bird(Tweety) 7! fly(Tweety)4penguin(Tweety) � bird(Tweety)penguin(Tweety) � :fly(Tweety)bird(Tweety)Unlike the other formulae of �, the �rst assertion is an instance of a rule that has exceptions . Thusit is formulated with a weaker \implication" connective.The 18 models of � in hFOURi are given in Figure 5. Two of these models, M17 and M18, areModel No. bird(Tweety) fly(Tweety) penguin(Tweety)M1 { M8 > >; f >; t; f;?M9 { M12 > t;? f;?M13 { M16 t > >; t; f;?M17 { M18 t t f;?Figure 5: The models of � (Example 3.16)the I1-mcms of �. M17 { the only classical model of � { is also the only I2-mcm of �. Thus, whenusing j=4I1 one can infer that bird(Tweety) (but :bird(Tweety) is not true), and fly(Tweety) (while:fly(Tweety) is not true). Also, nothing is yet known about Tweety being a penguin. Accordingto j=4I2 one can infer bird(Tweety), fly(Tweety), and :penguin(Tweety). The inverse assertionsare not true, as expected. Note that fly(Tweety) is not a consequence of j=4k (and so it is not aconsequence of j=4 as well. M12 is a counter-model for both cases). One might view this fact as anevidance that j=4k is \over-cautious".Suppose now that a new data arrives: penguin(Tweety). The models of the modi�ed knowledge-base, �0 = � [ fpenguin(Tweety)g, are listed in Figure 6. This time the I1-mcms and the I2-mcms of �0 coincide. They are denoted by M4 and M6. It follows that according to the newModel No. bird(Tweety) fly(Tweety) penguin(Tweety)M1 { M2 > > >; tM3 { M4 > f >; tM5 { M6 t > >; tFigure 6: The models of �' (Example 3.16)information one should change his belief and infer new conclusions: bird(Tweety), penguin(Tweety),and :fly(Tweety). Although �' is classically inconsistent , the complements of these assertionscannot be inferred by j=4Ij (j=1; 2), as indeed one expects.4Recall that 7! denotes the material implication. 11



Note: There is a slight (but signi�cant) di�erence between the de�nition of j=B;FI and the de�nitionof the paraconsistent relation j=B;Fcon(I) (abbreviation: j=con), considered in [AA94, AA96]. Here weconsider the inconsistent assignments of a given valuation w.r.t. all the atomic formulae. In[AA94, AA96], on the other hand, only the assignments on the atomic formulae that appear in thelanguage of the premises are relevant for making preferences among valuations. In other words,if A(�) is the set of atomic formulae in the language of the premises �, then the relevant setof assignments according to [AA94, AA96] is I(�;�; I) = fp 2 A(�) j �(p) 2 Ig (cf. De�nition3.13). Obviously, j=B;FI is not the same logic as j=B;Fcon(I). For example, p j=4f>;?g q_:q, whilep 6j=4con(f>;?g) q_:q (a counter-model assigns t to p and ? to q).Our new de�nition has several advantages over the previous one. One of which is the fact thatby Proposition 3.19(a) below, cautious cut is always sound for j=B;FI . In the case of j=con, however,cautious cut is valid only in the f_;^;�;
;:g-fragment of the language, and provided that thereis a value b2B s.t. b;:b 62F and b 62I. Therefore, e.g., cautious cut fails in the case of j=4con(f>;?g).Indeed, q j=4con(f>;?g) q_p and q; q_p j=4con(f>;?g) p_:p, but q 6j=4con(f>;?g) p_:p. Cautious cut alsofails in the case of j=B;Fcon(I) whenever � appears in the language. For a counter-example note thatq j=B;Fcon(I) q_p, and q; q_p j=B;Fcon(I) (p�:q) _ (:p�:q), but q 6j=B;Fcon(I) (p�:q)_(:p�:q) (considera valuation M , where M(q) = t and M(p) =>). It is shown in [AA96] that in the case of j=con,in order to add � to the language without losing cautious cut, one has to add a certain constraintto this rule: Every atomic formulae that appears in the language of the cut formula(e) should alsoappear in the language of the premises.5Proposition 3.17 For every logical bilattice (B;F) and an inconsistency set Ia) If � j=B;F � then � j=B;FI �.b) j=B;FI is nonmonotonic.c) j=B;FI is paraconsistent.Proof: Let (B;F) be an arbitrary logical bilattice, and I { an inconsistency set in it. Then:a) Immediately follows from the de�nitions of j=B;F and j=B;FI .b) Consider, e.g., � = fp;:p_qg. Every I-mcm M of � must assign to both p and q consistentvalues (since the valuation that assigns t to p and f to q is an I-mcm of �). Now, since M(p)2F ,it follows that M(:p) 62 F (otherwise M(p)2 I). Thus, in order that M(:p_q) 2 F , necessarilyM(q)2F . Therefore � j=B;FI q. On the other hand, let �0=� [ f:pg. Then �0 6j=B;FI q (N(p)=>,N(q)=f is a counter I-mcm of �0).c) Using the notations of the part (b), �0 is an inconsistent theory and still �0 6j=B;FI q. 2Proposition 3.18 [AA96] Let (B;F) be a logical bilattice (B;F) and I { an inconsistency set init.a) If � and � are in the language of f:;^;_; f; tg and � j=B;FI �, then the disjunction of thesentences in � classically follows from �.b) Let � be a classically consistent set in the language of f:;^;_; f; tg, and  { a clause that doesnot contain any pair of an atomic formula and its negation. If  classically follows from �, then� j=B;FI  .5Cautious cut together with this condition is called there analytic cautious cut.12



Like in the case of j=B;Fk we have the following proposition:Proposition 3.19a) j=B;FI preserves cautious cut: If �;  j=B;FI � and � j=B;FI  ;� then � j=B;FI �.b) j=B;FI preserves cautious monotonicity: If � j=B;FI  and � j=B;FI �, then �;  j=B;FI �.Proof: Similar to that of Proposition 3.10. 2Several consequence relations similar to j=B;FI are considered in the literature. Priest [Pr89,Pr91] uses a similar consequence relation, j=3LPm, for de�ning the logic LPm from the three-valuedlogic LP (also known as Kleene 3-valued logic with middle element designated). It is well knownthat LP invalidates the Disjunctive Syllogism (i.e., if j=3LP denotes the consequence relation of LP,then  ;: _� 6j=3LP�). Priest argues that a consistent theory should preserve classical conclusions.He suggests to resolve this drawback by considering as the relevant models of a set � only those thatare minimally inconsistent . Such models assign > only to some minimal set of atomic formulae.The consequence relation j=3LPm of the resulting logic, LPm, is then de�ned as follows: � j=3LPm  i� every minimally inconsistent model of � is a model of  .In our terms, Priest considers the inconsistency set I = fb j b 2 F ;:b2 Fg. In the 3-valuedsemantics this is the only inconsistency set, and it consists only of >. In the general (multi-valued)case, however, there are many others. It follows that j=B;FI might be viewed as a generalizationof LPm. Moreover, in [AA97a] it is shown that a switch to a bilattice-based semantics mightimprove the inference process of LPm: By using, e.g., four-valued semantics and considering onlythe �k-minimal valuations among the I1-mcms of a given theory, it is possible to infer the sameconclusions as those obtained by j=3LPm. The number of such models is usually smaller (and neverbigger) than the number of the LPm-models. This is due to the fact that from every k-minimalI1-mcm one can construct several LPm-models by changing every ?-assignment to either t or f .To see this in a particular case consider, e.g., the following simple example: Let �=f:p_q; p_qg. qfollows from � according to j=3LPm and according to j=4I1 (and classically as well, of course). Now,� has two LPm-models: M1(p)= t;M1(q)= t and M2(p)= f;M2(q)= t (these are also its classicalmodels). On the other hand, there is only one k-minimal I1-mcm of �: N(p)=?; N(q)= t. Thissingle model su�ces for inferring that q follows from �. Clearly, when the number of the atomicformulae that appear in the language of � increases, the amount of the k-minimal I1-mcms mightbecome considerably smaller than the amount of the LPm-models of �.Kifer and Lozinskii [KL92] also propose a similar relation (denoted there j��, where � stands forthe values that are considered as representing inconsistent knowledge). This relation is consideredin the framework of annotated logics ([Su90, KS92, Su94]). See [AA96] for a comparison betweenj�� and j=B;FI .4 Conclusion and future workBilattices have had an extensive use in recent years, most notably in the area of logic programming.These structures are also useful as a semantic tool for de�ning multi-valued logics. The resultingconsequence relations are strongly related to non-monotonic reasoning, and especially suitable forreasoning in the presence of inconsistency. 13



Despite all their appealing properties, the logics discussed above still lack e�cient inferenceprocedures. Among the issues that should be addressed in this context is whether it is possible toconstruct the subset of the preferred models of a given theory without computing the whole setof its models. Another major challenge is related with the problem of an e�cient belief revision,i.e.: reducing the amount of computations needed for revising the set of conclusions when theknowledge-base is altered.A preliminary method for e�ciently constructing (four-valued) mcms is presented in [AA97b].This approach is applied to knowledge-bases which are of a speci�c structure (called strati�edknowledge-bases). Another possible approach for dealing with computational limitations is consid-ered in [Le86, Wa94]. The method proposed there is to restrict the representation language, takingagain into account the trade-o� between expressiveness and e�ciency. In both cases there is stillmuch work to be done in order to obtain reasoning processes that are general enough on the onehand and that are computationally feasible on the other hand.References[AB75] A.R.Anderson, N.D.Belnap. Entailment. Vol.1, Princton University Press, Prinston N.J.,1975.[AA94] O.Arieli, A.Avron. Logical bilattices and inconsistent data. Proc. 9th IEEE Annual Symp.on Logic in Computer Science, IEEE Press, pages 468{476, 1994.[AA96] O.Arieli, A.Avron. Reasoning with logical bilattices. Journal of Logic, Language and In-formation, Vol.5, No.1, pages 25{63, 1996.[AA97a] O.Arieli, A.Avron. The value of the four values. Technical Report 319/97, Department ofComputer-Science, Tel-Aviv University, June 1997.[AA97b] O.Arieli, A.Avron. Four-valued diagnosis for strati�ed knowledge-bases. Proc. 10th Ann.Conf. of the European Association for Computer Science Logic (CSL'96) D.Van-Dalen,M.Bezem { Eds. Lecture Notes in Computer Science No. 1258, Springer, pages 1-17, 1997.[Av91] A.Avron. Natural 3-valued logics: Characterization and proof theory. Journal of SymbolicLogic Vol.56, No.1, pages 276{294, 1991.[Av96] A.Avron. The structure of interlaced bilattices. Journal of Mathematical Structures inComputer Science, Vol.6, pages 287{299, 1996.[Be77a] N.D.Belnap. A useful four-valued logic.Modern Uses of Multiple-Valued Logic (G.Epstein,J.M.Dunn { Eds.), Reidel Publishing Company, Boston, pages 7{37, 1977.[Be77b] N.D.Belnap. How computer should think. Contemporary Aspects of Philosophy (G.Ryle{ Ed.), Oriel Press, pages 30-56, 1977.[Bi67] G.Birkho�. Lattice theory. American Mathematical Society Coloquium Publications,Vol.25 (3rd eddition), 1967. 14
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